Some Things T Editors Like Right Now

A by-no-means exhaustive list of things our editors (and a few contributors) are interested in on a given week.

Architectural Artworks With Crafty Origins

"Wide Wake," the artist Sam Moyer's first exhibition with Sean Kelly gallery in New York features paintings, sculpture and drawings in oil on paper — but my favorite pieces are the large-scale paintings composed of repurposed marble, slate and stone — and fabric that Moyer dyed at her home on the North Fork of Long Island. While the materials are organic and hand-crafted, the resulting works are graphic and architectural. Moyer was inspired by artists like Robert Smithson and Agnes Martin, whose influence she compares to the wake of a boat on the water in the show's title. "Wide Wake" by Sam Moyer is on view at Sean Kelly, New York through Dec. 9, 2017. – JAMIE SIMS